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Abstrat
I omment on the PDDL 2.1 language and its use in the planning ompetition, fousing
on the hoies made for aommodating time and onurreny. I also disuss some method-
ologial issues that have to do with the move toward more expressive planning languages
and the balane needed in planning researh between semantis and omputation.
1. Introdution
Fox and Long should be thanked and ongratulated for their eort in organizing and running
the 3rd International Planning Competition. They ame up with an extended planning lan-
guage along with a number of new problems and domains that hallenged existing planners
and will ertainly hallenge future planners as well. The goal of this note is to omment
on some of the deisions that went into the design of the language (Fox & Long, 2003).
I'll organize these omments into three parts: the extensions and their motivation, the
hoies made for aommodating time and onurreny, and the uses of the language in the
ompetition.
2. The Extensions and their Motivation
The Planning Domain Desription Language, PDDL 1, was developed to enourage \sharing
problems and algorithms" and \meaningful omparison of performane", and more speif-
ially to \provide a (ommon) notation for problems in the AIPS-98 Planning Contest"
(MDermott, 2000). PDDL 1 borrowed features from a number of existing planners, yet
only a subset of the language was used in the ompetition: mostly the Strips and ADL sub-
sets along with types. Features like axioms, safety onstraints, and expression evaluations
were not used, and atually didn't make it into the PDDL doument of the seond om-
petition (Bahus, 2001). For the third ompetition, signiant extensions were introdued
inluding
1. Numeri uents (in addition to boolean uents)
2. Ations with durations
3. Arbitrary plan metris
4. Continuous hange
The introdution of these features appeared to be guided by two main riteria: whether
the semantis of the extensions ould be stated learly and whether they would enable the
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enoding of \realisti problems". Computational onsiderations seemed to have played a
lesser role. Indeed, while at the time of the rst ompetition, Strips and ADL planning
were well understood and several omputational approahes had been developed, the third
ompetition featured extensions that aimed to present new funtionalities that few if any
reported planners ould handle. More preisely, while omputational approahes for dealing
with numeri uents and ations with durations have been studied for some time (e.g.,
Koehler, 1998; Rintanen & Jungholt, 1999; Homann, 2002; Laborie & Ghallab, 1995;
Smith & Weld, 1999; Jonsson, Morris, Musettola, & Rajan, 2000; Haslum & Gener,
2001), proposals for dealing with arbitrary plan metris and ontinuous hange have been
more onerned with semantis than with omputation (e.g., MDermott, 2003).
Setting new hallenges in the form of more general types of planning tasks is neessary
and positive for the eld, although there are osts as well. AI planning, like AI itself, is a
big `elephant', and progress for a small ommunity is bound to beome slow and sattered
if one researher looks at a leg, a seond at the trunk, and a third at the tail. Fous is
important, and fous on the basis is even more important (see the progress in SAT solving
for example; e.g. Berre & Simon, 2003). A ontinuous shift in the `problem to be solved',
while showing a genuine onern for more powerful models and appliations may also deter
the aumulation of knowledge that is neessary for ahieving solid progress. The transition
of SAT and CSP ideas from the lab to the real world took many years but they would have
probably taken many more, if these ommunities hadn't kept a fous on the basi problems
to be solved.
Likewise, hallenges ome in dierent sizes and some are more basi than others. More-
over, some may be well-dened semantially but not omputationally. E.g., do we expet
useful and general omputational methods that will work for any plan metri? Most likely
not: an approah suitable for reahing the goal with a minimum number of ations, may
not be good for reahing the goal with minimum resoure onsumption or with a maxi-
mum number of goods. These may be ompletely dierent omputational problems even
if their desription is very similar (e.g., just think about replaing an addition sign by a
multipliation sign in the ost funtion of a linear program). If a planner an takle suh
generi problems, we should probably be suspet about the quality of the solutions it nds,
as mostly likely, it is moving from one solution to the next blindly (i.e., with no estimation
of plan osts). Similarly, while ost strutures given by the sum of ation osts provide a
simple and approahable generalization of lassial planning, an analogous additive stru-
ture in whih ation osts depend not only on the ation but also on the state on whih the
ation is done, is onsiderably more diÆult. Namely, the diÆulty in nding plans remains
unhanged, but the diÆulty in nding good or optimal plans inreases, as without good
pruning rules or estimators, one is bound to onsider one omplete plan after another.
2.1 Time, Resoures, and Conurreny
The addition of numeri uents and time in PDDL 2.1 is a sensible move that aims to
inorporate features existent in a number of planners (e.g., Laborie & Ghallab, 1995; Smith
& Weld, 1999; Jonsson et al., 2000). While it's not possible to express arbitrary onstraints
between ations and/or variables as in some of these planners, the basi funtionality and
omputational hallenges are there. An important omission in my view is the absene of
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expliit resoures, separate from ation pre and postonditions. Resoures in sheduling
and some planning systems (e.g., Wilkins, 1988; Currie & Tate, 1991; Baptiste, Pape, &
Nuijten, 2001) are used to determine the level of onurreny that is allowed in a problem.
E.g., if 7 workers are available, and there are 4 tasks that require 2 workers eah, then at
most 3 of these tasks an be exeuted onurrently. Otherwise, the resoures needed exeed
the apaity. This is an example of a multi-apaity, renewable resoure; other types of
resoures are ommon (e.g., unary resoures, onsumable resoures, et). In PDDL 2.1,
resoures need to be enoded as numeri uents, and the syntax of the operators through
some agreed upon onventions (more about this below), determines the level of onurreny
allowed. In my view, this hoie is unfortunate for three reasons:
 heuristially, beause expliit resoures an be exploited omputationally in a way
that general numeri uents an't,
 semantially, beause expliit resoures provide an aount of onurreny that is
simple and lean, something that annot be said about the form of onurreny in
PDDL 2.1 or Graphplan, and
 oneptually, beause expliit resoures, along with time, provide the natural gener-
alization and uniation of planning and sheduling.
Let us start with the rst issue. Resoures are used to ontrol the level of onurreny
among tasks: if expliitly aommodated in the language, they don't have to appear in
ation pre or postonditions or in the goal. For resoures enoded as uents, the opposite
is true. The result is that, unless resoures are automatially identied by domain analysis,
pruningmehanisms and lower bounds developed for handling resoures (e.g., Laborie, 2003)
an't be used.
Likewise, the denition of onurreny in terms of resoures is transparent. A set of
ations A an be exeuted onurrently at time t if the resoures needed by these ations do
not exeed the apaity available at t. On the other hand, in PDDL 2.1, as in Graphplan, the
level of onurreny is dened impliitly in terms of the syntax of pre and postonditions. In
Graphplan, for example, two operators an be exeuted onurrently if they don't interfere
with eah other; i.e., if one does not delete preonditions or positive eets of the other.
PDDL 2.1 extends this denition in a number of ways, taking into aount the duration of
ations and the intervals over whih preonditions have to be preserved. For simpliity, I'll
fous on Graphplan's notion of onurreny only, leaving these extensions aside.
Consider the Bloks World and the ations move(a; b; ) and move(a; b; d) that move a
blok a from b to  and d respetively. Clearly, these ations annot be done onurrently
as a blok annot be moved to two dierent destinations at the same time. They are indeed
mutex in Graphplan (and PDDL 2.1) as both have a preondition (on(a; b)) that they
delete. Yet, why should deleting a preondition of an ation a prevent an ation a
0
from
being exeuted onurrently if the ation a itself deletes the preondition? The justiation
for this notion of onurreny has never been made expliit. In Graphplan it was adopted
beause it ensures that all serializations of a set of onurrent, appliable ations remain
appliable and yield the same result (Blum & Furst, 1995). Yet, why should this same
riterion be the most onvenient in a truly onurrent setting?
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Consider now the ationsmove(a; b; ) andmove(d; e; f) whih do not interfere, and thus
are deemed onurrent. This is a orret assumption to make if the number of robot arms is
suÆiently large, but is inorret otherwise. Of ourse the enoding an be xed by playing
with the operators; e.g., in the presene of a single arm, the stak=unstak enoding would
provide the orret assumption of onurreny, while in the presene of three arms, a similar
enoding, more involved, would be possible as well. In any ase, the aount of onurreny
based on ation interferene as dened in Graphplan and PDDL 2.1 arries ertain impliit
assumptions and the question is whether we want to make those assumptions, and whether
they are reasonable or not.
The aount of onurreny based on resoures is more transparent in this sense, and
makes heuristi information for omputing feasible plans more expliit. The aount also
provides a good degree of exibility,
1
although in ertain ontexts annot replae the need
for more general onstraints (e.g., to say that robot arms annot ollide or annot get too
lose).
3. PDDL and the Planning Competition
The authors of PDDL 2.1 are motivated by the goal of \losing the gap between planning
researh and appliations". Sine they annot inuene appliations, they presumably mean
that they want PDDL 2.1 to have an inuene on planning researh, moving it away from
toy domains toward realisti appliations. No one an objet to a move toward realisti
appliations, yet, I think, it's useful to keep in mind that `toy domains' have served the AI
Problem Solving ommunity very well: Sliding puzzles in Heuristi Searh, the n-Queens
in Constraint Satisfation, Bloks World in Planning, et. They have provided fous, and
oneptually simple problems that are omputationally hallenging as well. This mix is
onvenient for identifying simple but powerful ideas: heuristi estimators, pattern databases,
onstraint propagation and global onstraints, and so on. I believe it is worth asking, from
this perspetive, whether a toy problem like Bloks World is exhausted. It learly makes for
bad press, but have we learned to solve the problem well, in a domain-independent fashion?
If not, we may be still missing some fundamental ideas that are likely to be needed in
riher settings also featuring omplex interations between ations pre and postonditions.
Suh problems are most often intratable, yet if the performane gap between general
planners and speialized solvers remains large, the appliability of planning tehnology
will remain limited. Thus while it is positive and neessary to make room in PDDL and
the Planning Competition for more omplex planning languages and tasks, I believe that it
is also neessary to identify and maintain a fous on some ore omputational problems.
The ompetition and its supporting language should also give researhers and prati-
tioners an idea of the state of the eld: what kind of problems an be modeled and solved,
what kind and size of problems an be solved well, what approahes work best and when,
and also how fast or slow the eld is progressing. Progress means better solutions in less
time, and if in addition, a ommitment to optimality is made, progress means more powerful
1. E.g., in the Bloks World, the bloks themselves an be regarded as renewable, unary resoures whih
are needed by ations like moving, painting, and leaning bloks. The result is that all these ations will
be mutex. Similarly, the arm an be treated as a resoure, and then all ations requiring the arm will
be regarded as mutex, et.
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ideas for pruning larger parts of the searh spae safely and eetively.
2
The ompetitions
held so far have ontributed to these goals, and in this way, have ontributed to the progress
of the eld and to its empirial grounding. Still, are should be taken so that these lessons
an be drawn from future ompetitions as well. A basi requirement in the presene of
powerful modeling languages suh as PDDL 2.1, is to separate the basi funtionalities into
dierent traks so that planners are not rewarded only by their overage, but also by how
well they do in eah lass of tasks. At the same time it would be useful to distinguish
traks that reet mature researh from traks that feature researh at an early stage. And
paraphrasing the `no-moving-target rule' in the lead artile, I think that we should maintain
the fous on the `basi problems to be solved' and resist the AI urge to move on to new
problems as soon as the original problems begin to rak.
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